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Section - 'A'

Attempt all questions. 5x4=20

1. What is Encapsolation ? How it is achieved in C++ ?

OR

Explain cout and cin statement with sutiable example.

2. What is difference between while and do.... while loop ?

OR

Write a Cpp program to create Array of structure.

3. Write a C++ program to create copy constructor.

OR
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What is Array A object ? Write a C++ program to create Array of object.

4. Write a C++ program to overload unary + operator.

OR

Write a C++ program to convert Basic Type to Class Type.

5. What is static and Dynamic binding ?

OR

Explain Templates with example.

Section - 'B'

Attempt all questions. 5x6=30

6. Write features of C++.

OR

Explain basic structure of C++ Program. Also explain any one header file
exclusively used in C++.

7. Explain break and continue statements with suitable example.

OR
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How default arguments are supplied in function ?  Explain by writing suitable
program.

8. What is Friend function ? Why it is used ? Write its advantages.

OR

Write a C++ program to explain "Sending object as a parameter" as a function
arguments.

9. What is function overloading ? Explain the concept by writing suitable C++
program.

OR

What is Type casting ? Write a C++ program to convert one class Type to
another class Type.

10. What is Exception ? How it is handled in C++ ? Explain by writing suitable
program.

OR

What is Virtual function ? Why it is used ? Explain with example.

Section - 'C'

Long answer type question.

Attempt any two questions. 2x15=30
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11. What is Object-Oriented Programming ? How it is different from procedure
Oriented programming ? Write unique advantages of an Object-Oriented
Programming Paradigm.

12. What is pointor ? Wrie a C++ program to perform following operation :

(i) Passing Array to function

(ii) Arithmetic operations on pointer

13. What is class ? Write process to define functions inside and outside class. Also
Explain how objects are created dynamically.

14. What is Operator Overloading ? Write a C++ program to overload binary operator
using friend.

15. How constructors in Derived class is defined ? Explain the concept with suitable
example.
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